
Torres



The Ultimate Complement

Torres lights quietly take their place within a composition–a beautiful 

complement to urban landscapes and traditional and contemporary 

architecture. Designer Rodrigo Torres took an iconic streetlight 

design and shaped it into a sleek, elongated form with both rational 

and expressive character. The introvert that makes an impression.





A Family of Individual Personalities

A graceful, minimalist design is the common language among the 

area, path, and wall lights that comprise the Torres line. While the 

lights share a resemblance, each light’s LED array and optics are 

designed for their individual applications.   

Area lights are available in two sizes, with single or dual luminaires, 

and in 12’, 16’, 20’ and 25’ pole heights. The path light is 3’ tall path 

light. Lights have cast aluminum frames with a powdercoat finish and 

are offered in a selection of colors.







An Intelligent Performance

Rodrigo Torres and Landscape Forms in collaboration with 

lighting designer Chip Israel engineered a luminaire with 

advanced performance in a compact space. Each luminaire offers 

superior visibility, minimal glare, and full cut-off. The luminaire’s 

outputs, aiming angles, high color rendering, and warm white 

color temperatures create a sense of comfort and security. LED 

technology accommodates adaptive lighting and complies with 

occupancy codes. The area light’s many options, including LED 

configurations, outputs, drive currents, distributions, and clear or 

diffused lens, offer lighting designers choices to create tailored 

solutions for multiple applications.  







A Lasting Design

Energy efficiency is a recognized advantage of LED technology, but 

the ecological benefits of Torres extend to the line’s high quality, 

designed for longevity and sustainability. Light components are 

serviceable, LED cartridges are replaceable, and aluminum and steel 

materials are recyclable. The tenon-mounted luminaires can be fit to 

existing poles. 





Gloss White

Materials

Fog Sage

Blue Ash Dusk

Matte BlackObsidian Terra Nutmeg Onyx

Loll Leaf Green

ForestMoss Loll Navy Blue

Clay MangoLemon Loll Sunset Orange Chili Loll Apple Red

Silver Metallic Gloss BlackSteel MetallicMercury Metallic Bronze Metallic Titanium Metallic

Vivid Series - Powdercoated Metal (Fine Texture)

Neutral Series - Powdercoated Metal

Architectural Series - Powdercoated Metal (Fine Texture) 
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